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Joe, because of my background in education I conside 
few trusts more sacred than that of promoting trua among 
youngsters. I note that the Lister paper is presented in 
form of a 15-minute record for about 400 U. S. high school 
and colleges. Since this will be done tomorrow I doubt th 

'(a) The U. S .  of 

ment at the top of 

Similarly, the write 
the staisement beginn 
page 16: "Many times our efforts are unsuccess-,7e__ 
ful ; usually they are only partially :successful .;%; %i4$ 
There is much criticism in Latin America of 
our performance. Some of this criticism is 
informed, objective, and constructive, and 
some of which is prejud icio 
based entirely oa- misin 11 .. if": 
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(c) The statement that the Alliance isP;"seyious 
and constructive effort to help Latin Ameri 
help themselves ...." should probably be re 
vised to stress .that-the Alliance is primarily 
a Latin American effort or at least a partner- 
ip between Latin America and the U. S. 





light of the f~regolng the u. a. rlas ulaur 
ear that it stands ready to come to the 
sis tance of any government in Latin America, 

ist agression from 

addition the U. ng to bolster the 
xpertise of Latin American governments to detec 
and cope with Communisk. subversion. 

Similarly, the U. $. is making a concerted 
ffort to strengthen inter-American institut-~ns 

indicated, the U. 
is seeking to promote freedom and democracy and to establish P "9 
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ocial justice together with economic progress with the view 
hat a free prosperous people would never willingly accept 

ism. In connection with the foregoing, it will be ob- 
that the Alliance for Progress is based on the concept 

of human freedom, social justice and economic progress. More- 
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' :,b- :; over, the Alliance for Progress,is basically a Latin American 
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effort in which the U. S. cooperates as a partner. The estab- 
~$5. lishment of the inter-herican Committee for the Alliance for 
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